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Market Commentary: October 2010
“Where’s the beef?”
As the third quarter comes to a close, the global capital markets continue to send mixed signals. After
narrowly avoiding a European sovereign debt crisis and recovering from the May “flash crash”, investors are
sifting through conflicting data to identify what other potential risks are just beyond the horizon. While the
likelihood of a double-dip recession appears to have declined, the prospect for sustainable economic growth
over the next several years is in question and this is increasingly
a cause for concern. After a strong start in
900
2010, economic growth in the U.S., as measured by annual800change in gross domestic product, continues to
lose momentum, and unemployment remains stuck at 9.6%.700Despite a total return of 8.9% for the S&P 500 in
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September, valuation multiples are below historical averages. The S&P 500 index is trading at 16.0x trailing
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earnings compared to the 20-year average of 20.5x , which can in part be attributed to investors’ skepticism
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regarding the ability of companies to generate sustainable earnings growth over the next several years.
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Against this backdrop, we have been unable to determine what
capSpread
300 is different about real estate that is driving Interest
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rates down (and multiples up), in the face of low growth expectations
for operating fundamentals – not to men200
tion the wall of debt maturities facing the industry. Without economic growth, or the confidence in the prospect
100
for economic growth, corporations and individuals limit their spending. For commercial real estate, corporate
and individual spending is the main driver of operating fundamentals and cash flow. To state the obvious, less
spending translates to less hiring and therefore
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less demand for office space; lower inventories and
therefore less need for warehouse space; less busi25%
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ness and leisure travel and therefore less demand for
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hotel rooms; and less personal spending and there15%
fore lower retail sales. Of course, “less” is a relative
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concept and more directional than quantifiable, but
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clearly growth or upside is likely to be muted. While
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real estate remains a local business, a look at histori-10%
cal trends confirms that over time, total returns for
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real estate are highly correlated to economic growth
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(i.e., GDP). As long as corporations and individuals
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remain cautious about spending, real estate fundaSource: NCREIF, US Dept. of Commerce
mentals are not likely to improve.

As a result, many seasoned real estate investors are scratching their heads at the valuations associated with recent property sales, in particular the cap rates paid by buyers for well-leased properties with limited opportunity
to add value. In some instances, you can defend these values as a function of the low cost of debt financing. This,
in itself, is a little disconcerting since one of the hallmarks of the recent pricing bubble was underwriting based
on leveraged returns with little regard for the fundamental pricing of the real estate. While current valuations
still reflect a discount relative to peak pricing from late in the recent cycle, much of the discount has gone away
for well located, fully-leased core assets. You could rely on the old standby “real estate is an inflation hedge”,
and then hope for a little inflation. Or, you can rely on the “relative return” argument – that real estate returns
offer a decent risk-adjusted premium to money market or other fixed income alternatives.
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These rationales offer some reassurance. However, we remain unconvinced that recent cap rates for well-leased
properties are justified in terms of future growth in operating cash flow. Well-leased buildings purchased at low
cap rates may actually be more risky than investing in under-leased or capital-stressed investments where the
opportunity exists to drive cash flow and add value. Acquiring core assets at low cap rates (with no place to go
but up), and little or no underwritable growth, does not appear to be a good risk-adjusted investment. An asset
with low leverage or high occupancy does not ensure that the investment is without risk.
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Real estate is typically valued on a discounted cash flow basis, taking into account the going-in and exit cap
rates, along with the projected operating cash flow of the asset and ongoing capital expenditures. Today,
investors appear to be targeting unleveraged returns
Cap Rates vs. Interest Rates
as low as 8.0% to 9.5% for real estate; we believe this
is 150-200 basis points below long-term, historical av900
erages. We assume, in part, that the decline in return
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expectations can be justified by the return premium
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relative to risk-free rates. But is that really justification
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for pricing levels at this point in the real estate and
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economic cycle? Putting aside the fact that real estate
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investments are not bonds, today’s return premiums
200
should be viewed against real interest rates (i.e.,
100
adjusted for inflation). After adjusting for today’s low
inflation levels, return premiums are more in line with
Source: Real Capital Analytics, Bloomberg, Hodes Weill & Associates
historical averages.
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Recent transactions have been occurring in the 5.5% to 6.5%
cap rate range. Assuming cap rates
remain flat
25%
8.0%
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(and we would argue that cap rates are more likely to trend up
than
down
over
the
next
5
to
10
years),
operating
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cash flow needs to grow in excess of 2% per year to support 8.0% to 9.5% total unleveraged returns (assuming a
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5-year hold period). This rate of growth is indicative of long-term trends, and may be a decent bet5%coming out of
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a market downturn. However, if growth is flat over the next several years, or if there is another recession
before
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2%+ growth resumes, then unleveraged returns will be closer0.0%
to 7%. And under this scenario, if cap
rates
rise
100
-10%
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basis points, unleveraged returns will be closer to 4%. Today’s cap rates do not seem justifiable-15%in the current
-20%
economic environment, unless one believes that there has -4.0%
been a more fundamental re-pricing
of risk-based
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returns across asset classes, e.g. “real estate provides an attractive relative return”.
Unleveraged Returns: Cap Rate and NOI Growth Sensitivity
Exit Cap Rate vs. Initial Cap Rate
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Over the past 6 months, several well-leased office buildings have traded in Manhattan. Brokers described the
demand for these assets as a “feeding frenzy”, with 30+ bidders showing up for each auction. Although the
buildings traded at a 30% discount to peak per square foot pricing, the implied cap rates were as low as 5.0%.
In a recent conversation at an industry breakfast, several brokers concurred that in order to be competitive in an
auction for these buildings, buyers had to underwrite significant near-term growth in market rents just to maintain the going in yield (as expiring rents roll to market). In order to achieve an IRR in excess of the going in yield,
some underwrote rent growth of as much as 10% per year over the next three years.
By definition, an investor must have some level of optimism to buy anything, in order to believe that an acceptable return is achievable. But how much growth should a buyer underwrite in today’s uncertain economic
environment? Furthermore, if pricing cannot be supported by growth prospects, does it not stand to reason that
investors should be net sellers of stable, core assets (and assets that will be perceived as such), at least to take
some chips off the table?
This would be contrary to what many institutions are doing today; rather, many are shifting real estate allocations
to core and away from value-add and distressed strategies. It feels like we’ve seen this movie before – in the recent past, most institutions shifted from core to opportunistic investing in the build up to the recent market peak
(in hindsight, an ill-timed decision).
Returns are not only influenced by strategy, timing, leverage and asset management capabilities, but by capital
flows – and moving with the crowd can increase risk. When exit queues from the open end funds are replaced
with entry queues in a matter of months, the “behavior of the crowd” in institutional capital flows is apparent.
We do not believe that real estate is a 20% IRR business year-in and year-out and agree that allocations, over a
full cycle, should be weighted towards core. But, there is significant competition and risk at the core end of the
spectrum, and we would suggest a measured approach regarding a portfolio re-alignment and that institutions
shift their portfolio weightings over a 3-5 year period.
In the meantime, we believe that a window will open over the next several
years to invest in distressed assets and capital-constrained situations at attractive returns. The investors best positioned to take advantage of these
opportunities will be those with operating expertise and a track record of
investing in distress. Unfortunately, many of today’s investment professionals did not experience the last big downturn, so choosing the right
partner will be crucial. Patience will be rewarded and it is prudent to wait
for investments that pencil out on a “price per pound” basis, as opposed to
underwriting that requires a rebound in operating fundamentals.
In this uncertain economic environment, growth should be the gravy on the
investment, not the beef.
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Hodes weill & associates

Hodes Weill & Associates and its affiliates (HW&A) is a real estate advisory and principal investment business,
with a focus on the institutional investment and funds management industry. Based in New York, HW&A offers
M&A, restructuring and strategic advisory services, capital sourcing and fairness and valuation analyses. Clients
include investment and fund managers, institutional investors, lenders, property owners and other participants
in the institutional real estate market. HW&A has capital to invest alongside its clients in transactions, including
fund and portfolio recapitalizations, distressed assets and debt, and company formations.
The Partners of HW&A have 75+ years of institutional real estate experience across many disciplines including
investment banking, restructuring, advisory, institutional capital raising and principal investing. The Partners
leverage their deep skill set and a global network of relationships to provide advice and solutions to a wide range
of complex situations impacting the real estate investment and funds management industry. HW&A is employeeowned and managed.
Some of HW&A’s activities include:
ADVISORY SERVICES
•	Formation, purchase, sale or merger of
investment and fund management businesses
• 	Review of strategic and financial alternatives
• 	Manager reviews and track record assessments
• 	Valuation, roll-up and fairness analyses
• 	Litigation support, expert testimony, dispute
resolution
RESTRUCTURING
•	Restructuring and recapitalization of funds,
assets, portfolios and companies
•	Debt restructuring; borrower and lender
representation
•	Liquidity and cash flow analyses

CAPITAL SOURCING
• Private placement of equity and debt
• 	Joint ventures and investment programs
• 	Portfolio and fund recapitalizations
•	Business and company formation
• 	Balance sheet restructuring
• Acquisition financing
INVESTING
•	Fund, asset, portfolio and debt recapitalizations
•	Distressed asset and portfolio Investments
•	Debt buybacks and discounted payoffs
•	Co-investments and “back-stopped” rights
offerings

Further information about the Company and backgrounds for the professional team can be found on the
Company’s website at www.hodesweill.com or by calling 212-867-0888.
This document is only intended for institutional and/or professional investors. This material is intended for informational purposes only and should not be relied upon to make any investment decision, as it was prepared without regard to any specific objectives, or financial circumstances. It should not be construed as an offer, invitation to subscribe for, or to purchase/sell
any investment. Any investment or strategy referenced may involve significant risks, including, but not limited to: risk of loss, illiquidity, unavailability within all jurisdictions, and may not
be suitable for all investors. This publication is not intended for distribution to, or use by, any person in a jurisdiction where delivery would be contrary to applicable law or regulation, or it
is subject to any contractual restriction. No further distribution is permissible without prior written consent.
The views expressed within this publication constitute the perspective and judgment of Hodes Weill & Associates, LP at the time of distribution and are subject to change. Any forecast,
projection, or prediction of the real estate market, the economy, economic trends, and equity or fixed-income markets are based upon current opinion as of the date of issue, and are also
subject to change. Opinions and data presented are not necessarily indicative of future events or expected performance. Information contained herein is based on data obtained from
recognized statistical services, issuer reports or communications, or other sources, believed to be reliable. No representation is made as to its accuracy or completeness.
All regulated capital markets and securities advisory services are provided by HW&A’s subsidiary, Hodes Weill Securities, LLC, a registered broker-dealer with the SEC, and a member of
FINRA and SIPC.
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